
dollars; and at the time she destroyed the ram Arkan8a8, 
August 6, 1862, she drew only G! feet of water. The 
LafGlJlette and the Ohoctaw were originally common steam. 
boats on the Mississippi river. 

From the above facts, it is apparent that it is not essen
tially necessary to expend untold millions of money in order 
to produce a good and efficient navy; neither is it essential 
so build ne v vessels. But it is essential to do away with old 
fogyism and fossil·like plans, expedients, and devices; and 
adhere to scientific principles and mechanical laws, as well 
as to past experience. 

To awaken the attention of officials and Congress to a 
sense of the humiliating condition we are in, owing' to our 
inefficient navy, we have only to refer to the last annual re
port of Hon. G. M. Robinson, Secretary of the Navy, and the 
records of the past. That our foreign relations are such as 
to demand of every honest citizen a faithful response to the 
imperative nece8sity, is apparent to eveIY intelligent person 
in the country. J . •  J.L 

- .-.-

(For the Scientific AmerlCsn .. l 
' 

A REMEDY FOR SMALL POX, BY ONE WHO HAS TRIED IT. 

The following was written several months ago, but was 
not forwarded, as the press has been teeming with small pox 
"cures" which are generally so evidently worthless thitt I 
hesitat'ed putting my little communication among the pre
scriptions; feeling almost sure it would meet with no more 
attention than is accorded to the many, placed daily before 
the prudently incredulous reader. 

But I find it impossible to resist the conviction on my part 
that to withhold any longer from the public my knowledge of 
a remedy-or mode of treatment-for variola and its modifi
cations, would be criminal, as well as weak, in view of my 
confidence as to a successful result. 

Some years ago, I had a case of varioloid, in my family, 
contracted from actual contagion, but not from strictly imme
diate con tad with variola. The patient, my daughter, a child 
nine years old, carried a muff to church, the day after her 
mother had loaned it for a short time to a young lady friend 
in the cars. This lady h;.djust recovered, apparently entire
ly, from small pox contracted from her brother, who had re� 
turned home from the army, convalescent but during the 
period of active desquamation, after a recent and almost fatal 
attack of small pox. 

Precisely ten days after my daughter carried the muff. on 
the eve of the tenth day, she was quite ill from a complica
tion of symptoms. The next morning I noticed a number of 
spots on her skin, alarmingly suggestive of variola. Not 
having had any experience of such a case, I consulted a friend, 
a physician, who at once pronounced her disorder varioloid. 
He thought, too, that it would prove a severe case, as the 
symptoms, namely, fever, back ache, headache, nausea, and 
the general appearance of the eruption, warranted such a 
dillgnosis. 

I took the case pretty much into my own hands, as I had 
at once resolved to pursue a line of treatment entirely diff er
ent from that usually employed in such cases. Some time 
in the year 1861, I read in a number of the SCIENTIFIC AMER· 
ICAN (of that year), that a new remedy, discovered by a French 
chen:.ist, namely, 80dw 8ulphice, was attracting great atten
tion in certain quarters from its success in the treatment of 
ulceration, etc., and more particularly by its having cured 
entirely several well attested cases of hydrophobia. Its many 
valuable properties were fully discussed, verified, and freely 
endorsed by the French College of Surgeons; and were in 
substance what is now given in ample detail in the" United 
States Dispensatory," 1871, thirteenth editorial article
" Sodre suI phis." 

After some delay, I obtained a bottle of this medicine, and 
made use of it according to the notice of its properties, as 
occasion gave opportunity and always with satisfactory re
sults. 

To resume the subject of my case of varioloid. I admin
istered to my patient 15 grains of the 80dw 8ulphice, dissolved 
in milk well sweetened, every three hours. I alEo had her 
entire body oiled effectually with crude petroleum, applied 
with the bare hand. 

The next morning the eruption was absolutely killed and 
dry; and the disease broken up, to the wonder and, I need 
scarcely add, the great relief of all interested. As no pus
tules had had time to form, not the least trace of the erup
tion remained; and in a few days my child was as well as 
ever. 

When the" E8venteen year locust" abounded in this region, 
it was found that the sting of the male locust was so poison
ous as to produce serious and, in some cases noted, even fatal 
effects. A servant girl in my family trod upon a locust, and 
the sting had to be withdrawn with tweezers. The girl 
screamed with agony, and said it waR" worse than forty bee 
stings." I gave her about 15 grains of the 80dw 8ulphice, 
and kept the wound wet with a cloth difped frequently in a 
mixture of equal parts of spirits ammonia, alcohol, and strong 
water solution of the 80dIE 8ulphice. Alth ough her foot had 
swollen amazingly before I had time to prepare my remedies, 
yet it stopped swelling at once after the first dose and ap
plication. A sharp pain went through the foot occasionally, 
but in a few hours the swelling and pain were entirely gone. 

When my interest was first excited by the article :referred 
to, concerning the 800w sulphice, I urged a prominent drug
gist to send for it. He consented, stating, as far as I remem
ber, that I should have to wait some time for it, as he should 
have to order it through a London house. I received it in 
due time, labelled as above. 

I have, since that first supply was exhausted, made use of 
the ;\merican preparation, the sulphite of Iloda; but I prefer 
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the foreign (French) article, as the American contains a larg- in more than four thousand experiments, piercing the myste
er percentage of sulphuric acid, and is, in fact, a hyposul- ries of the subtile forces of galvanic electricity and electro
phate_ However, this now officinal preparation iR equally magnetism, and at length won the victory beyond disputation, 
efficacious. And to Joseph Henry our country and beyond it the' rest of 

I used the 80dw 8ulphice with perfect success, in cases of mankind ' owe, first, last and forever, the highe�t and i'll''' 

ulceration and as a wash for scrofulous discharges of the most distinction in their monumental symbols of telegmphi,; 
eyes and glands, at the same time administering it internally, history. 
in doses varying from 10 to 30 grains, three times a day. -, To place the statue of any man above that of Professor 

I would strongly urge the use of the crude petroleum in Henry in symbolizing the history of the electro-magnetic tel
connection with the 80dw 8ulphi8, for variola and all its. egraph, would be to reverse the order of nature as much as 
modified forms; and in the treatment of measles, scarlatina, if the apex of a monumental shaft were inverted to rest on 
or any erupLive disease, whatever its nature may bp. The its pedestal. It would be, in fact, more symbolical of the 
beneficial effect of oiling the skin is well known. misdirected judgment of its promoters, than of enduring 

The" crude oil" I use is that sold here in Pittsburgh under honor to their subject. It would be to perpetuate, in granite 
the name of " Kiers Petroleum." Several varieties of crude and bronze, a blunder of history. * * * * * 

petroleum can be got, on inquiry, that are so clear and pure " Dr. Barlow reached, in 1825, the same mechanical point 
as to be available for many purposes without refining. Of that Professor Morse reached in 1837, and failed of success 
this article there is, fortunately, no scarcity. for the want of Professor Henry's discovery, for then it had 

As the latest edition of the " United States Dispensatory" not been made known. And, in 1837, Professor Morse must 
may not be within reach of all interested, I subjoin, from my have failed without Henry's discovery, of which he was ig, 
copy (1871) a portion of what is said of the remedY-8odw norant, although it had been made known to all men of sci-
8ulphice-under the description of the article, pp. 826, 827. ence several years previously. 

"Sulphite of soda, (8odw 8ulphi8). This salt was first " Then Barlow and Morse are inventors of exactly equal 
adopted as officinal in the present edition of the 'United merit in the electro-magnetic hi8tory, although the former was 
States PharmacopO'lia.' in advance of the latter many years. 

" Medicinal uses. Sulphite of soda has been used in cases of " Barlow used the Moll magnet and Morse used the Moll 
yeasty vomiting with remarkable success. The matter vom- magnet, and neither could succeed. 
ited in these cases has a yeasty appearance on the surfa!1e, "Barlow used the quantity battery and Morse used the 
and is generally found to contain-when examined by the quantity battery, and neither could succeed. 
microscope-two microscopic fungi called 8arcina ventriouli "Neither knew how to propel the galvanic current to a 
and toruli cerevi8iw. The diseases, in which these medicines distance, and neither knew how to generate the needful mag
(the sulphites) have been recommended, are purulent infec- netic forces at a distance; and hence each failed to construct 
tion, of whatever origin; malignant pustules; hospital gan- a practical electro-magnet'ic telegraph that could be worked 
grene; erysipelas and other exanthematous fevers; malarial at a distance from the operator beyond from' fifteen to forty 
and miasmatic fevers; and in fine, all diseases which may feet.' 
be supposed to depend on absorbed poisons not acting on the " Who invented the needful agencies to breathe the breath 
tissues, but by a spEcies of fermentation. . . . . . of life into the mechanism of each�of Barlow and of Morse, 

" Also, in controlling suppurative ulcers, and all suppu- and of all other forms of mechanism for an electro-magnetic 
rative affections of the mucous membranes, as of the throat; telegraph? 
the bronchial tubes, through inhalation by the atomizer; the "Undeniably, Professor Joseph Henry is that man; and' to 
urinary passages; and the alimentary canal; and in any case him,' I repeat, ' our country, and beyond it the rest of man
where there is reason to think that the local affection is sus- kind, owe, first, last, and forever, the highest and foremost 
tained by zymotic infinence or invisible organisms, (parasitic, distinction in their monumental symbols of telegraphic his
vegetable or animal); and in any disease in which purulent tory.' 
infection of the blood may be produced /:.y the same cause. "In vain will ephemeral pretensions contest this honor. 
They almost act as specifics in such cases. Time, the great unfailing touchstone of exact truth, will cor-

H At certain stages of cancer they operate in the same way, rect the errors of partisan and sordid sycophancy; and his-
by obviating the effects of putrid fermentations." tory, sublimated by true knowledge, will write the name of 

Dr. Farnsworth says, in an artille on the influence of drugs Henry at the head of the column oil' well earned, immortal 
upon larvw and insect life in standing water: "A solution fame in this department of human progress. 
of soda sulphite destroyed the inhabitants of  the water in one "To such a monument I would cheerfully subscribe in the 
glass, in'two hour�," etc. By comparing the effects of the ratio of Illy means, but to none other that shall precede it, 
different drugs, the Dr. shows that the soda sulphite takes though fiattering may be the encomium of having been an 
rank with the highest in efficiency. early coadjutor of Professor Morse. 

'Thus we have evidence that the soda sulphite is an agent " I will thank you to make these sentiments known to the 
(just beginning to be appreciated) that can be relied on in finance committee of the Monumental Association, with my 
exterminating noxious parasitic life; also animalcules, that highest considerations of respect for their patriotic motives. 
produce or foI,low upon various diseases; as a remedy for ulcers "I remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
and sore�, for naus�a. and vomiting; for eruptive diseases; "FRANCIS O. J. SMITH." 

for poisonous stings and bites; and at the same time possess 
PATENT -:'���-DECISION. 

ing no injurious properties whatever, when made use of, inter
nally or externally, in reasonable proportions and quantity. 

- .,...-

THE ELECTRO·MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH.-eHONOR TO 
WHOM HONOR IS DUE. 

At a recent meeting of the Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institute, correspondence was presented in relation to the pro
posal of the National Monumental Society to erect a monu
ment at Washington to symbolize, in statuary of colossal 
proportions, the history of the electro-magnetic telegraph. 
Among others, a letter was read from Mr. F. O. J. Smith, who 
was one of Morse's earliest and strongest aids in the intro
duction of the telegraph, and who is very familiar with its 
original history. Speaking of the Monumental Society, he 
says: 

"I feel constrained to say, if that highly laudable associa
tion resolves' to erect at the national capital of the United 
States a memorial monument ' to symbolize in statuary of 
colossal proportions the 'history of the electro-magnetic tel. 
egraph ' before that history has been authentically written, 
it is my conviction that the statue most worthy to stand upon 
the pedestal of such monument would be that of the man of 
true science who explored the laws of nature ahead of all 
other men, and was' the first to wrest electro-magnetism from 
nature's embrace and make it a mi�sionary to the cause of 
human progress;' and that man is Professor Joseph Henry, of 
the Smithsonian Institution. 

"Profes�or Morse and his early coadjutors would more ap
propriately occupy, in groups of high relief, the sides of that 
pedestal, symbolizing by their established merits and colJp
erative works the grandeur of the researches and resulting 
discoveries of their leader and chief, who was the first to an· 
nounce and to demonstrate to a despairing world, by actual 
mechanical agencies, the practicability of an electro-magnetic 
telegraph thrcugh any distances. 

"All telegraphic inventors, from Steinheil, of Germany, 
down through Cooke, and Wheatstone, and Bain,of England, 
and Morse and House, of our own country, are but disciples 
to the science of Henry; and the world is indebted to the 
latter alone, and to our country, for the first and earliest re
vi val of incentives to mechanical genius directed to telegra
phic results of both the electr,c and magnetic orders, subse
quently to the announcement of Barlow's experiments, which 
'Yere accepted by the scientific world as demonstrating the 
utter impracticability of such telegraphs. 

"But HOOl'Y pushed on .and melted away his toiling hours 

© 1872 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. INC, 

In the matter of the interference between the applicatiol! 
of Thomas Hanvey and the patent No. 102,346, granted to 
Henderson Willard, April 26, 1870, for improvement in bar
rels. Appeal from Examiners-in-chief. 

Leggett, Commissioner: 
The invention in controversy is a b;trrel or cask made, in 

the manner usually adopted for making cheese boxes, of 
thin strips of wood bent around a mandrel and the endR fas· 
tened with nails-driven through and clinched. The barrel 
is made of two plies, one within the other, and so arranged 
as to break joints. The inner ply is a little shorter than the 
outer, thereby making a shoulder upon which the head 
rests. 

The evidence shows that Hanvey conceived the idea in 
1866, and that he produced some small specimens for exhi. 
bition; but there is no evidence to show that he has ever 
made a barrel for use a� such up to the time of filing his ap
plication, October 31, 1870. 

Willard shows that he began maki,ng barrels involving 
the invention in December, 1869; has continued the same, 
and applied for a patent April 1, 1870. There is no doubt 
but the parties are both independent inventors of the device 
in qU\lstion. Hanvey first conceived the idea; Willard first 
reduced it to practice, and threw it upon the market, the first 
to come to the office, and had his patent six months before 
Hanvey applied. Yet Hanvey, being the first to conceive, is 
entitled to priority, provided he used" due diligence" in re
ducing his idea to practice, and in making application for hiR 
patent. Did he use such diligence? 

Hanvey states himself that he made the invention com
plete in 1866, and that in that year or the next he mr.de a 
barrel; but. notwithstanding the fact that he is a barrel 
maker, he has never made one since. He tries to account 
for this neglect of his invention by proving that he was sick 
during two years of the time. The proof, however, shows 
tha t he was not so sick as to be confined to his house or to 
keep him entirely from business. From his own statement, 
his invention required no more study and no more experi
menting. His model was already made, and I can see no 
reason for delaying application for a patent, except a want 
of appreciation of the value of the invention. He evidently 
regarded it as impracticable or of very little value, and 
therefore gave it no attention. Willard had invented the 
same thing, obtained his patent, and put the barrels manu
factured under his patent upon the market before Hanvey 
awoke to the knowledge that his invention was of any 
value. He slept too long. The man who invents a device 
and hides his invention under a bushel until another has in
vented, patented, and developed the same thing is not re
garded with favor in this Office or before the courts. 

The decision of the board of examiners-in-chief is af
firmed, and priority decided in favor of Willard. 

_.,....-

SULPHUROUS acid boils at 17r"o dpgrees Fahr. 
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